The Air Care Alliance promotes, supports, and represents public benefit flying through communication and cooperation among organizations facilitating flights for health, compassion, and community service.

ACA MEMBERSHIP

Voting Members of the Air Care Alliance demonstrate a commitment to working collaboratively to enhance charitable aviation. If your organization needs to renew or would like to learn more about becoming a member of the Air Care Alliance, please contact k.luke@aircarealliance.org.

Check out ACA Board Member Carley Walker, on Cockpits & Cocktails, as she talks about STEM Flights, public benefit flying, and how pilots can get involved.

Congratulations Public Benefit Flying Award Recipients!

Michael Burks
Mark Hanson
Troy Whistman
Corporate Angel Network
JSX
All Volunteer Pilots and Organizations Supporting the COVID-19 Response

The Air Care Alliance (ACA), in partnership with the National Aeronautic Association (NAA), is pleased to announce the recipients of the 2021 Public Benefit Flying Awards.

These awards were created to honor volunteer pilots, other volunteers, and organizations engaged in flying to help others, as well as those supporting such work.

READ ABOUT THE RECIPIENTS
5 Ways to Put Your Piloting Skills to Good Use

Combining your passion for flying with service to others is one of the most rewarding things you can do as a pilot. There are many ways to give back through aviation.

If you're looking for a good reason to fly, check out these five ways to get involved.

Legal Corner: Volunteer Pilots and Liability

One of the most common hesitations to becoming a volunteer pilot is concern about liability. Pilots may worry about risking their personal and family assets by volunteering to transport needy patients or by conducting other types of compassionate flights. Here's what you need to know about liability.

Endeavor Award Goes to "All Volunteer Pilots"

This past June, the Endeavor Awards ceremony, hosted by Angel Flight West, celebrated charitable aviation and volunteer pilots everywhere. The prestigious Endeavor Award, which is usually given to an individual, was awarded to "All Volunteer Pilots" for their collective heroic efforts.

The Air Care Alliance is honored and grateful to be the recipient of the accompanying Endeavor Award grant of $10,000 in support of our work in pilot outreach and national safety measures.

Member Spotlight

Volunteer Pilots Help Out After Hurricane Ida

Up in the fluffy clouds... cancer couldn't touch’ little boy: Peoria group delivers hope

After pandemic pause, dream flights resume for WWII veterans

AOPA Live: Pilots Helping Sea Turtles by Warren Morningstar

Angel Flight West Ascends Past 90,000 Missions
THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS!

Every dollar we raise directly supports ACA’s mission of promoting, supporting, and representing public benefit flying and increases our capacity to serve.

GIVE NOW

One-time and recurring gifts of any amount are gratefully accepted.

Join the Air Care Alliance in support of charitable aviation by donating your cryptocurrency!

DONATE CRYPTO

PLATINUM

ST. PETER FAMILY - In memory of Gary Robert St. Peter

Gary was inspired by the work of the Air Care Alliance and all of the groups represented. May all continue to diligently work to help others with public benefit flying.

GOLD

FOLLOW US ON FACEBOOK

Stay up-to-date on public benefit flying by following us on Facebook!